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Abstract
In this report, the implementation of an algorithm for computing the 2D Voronoi diagram on a
coarse-grained multicomputer (CGM) is presented. The used metric is Euclidean. In the coarse-

grained model, each processor has O  n
p
≫O 1  local memory, where n  is the size of the data

and p  the number of processors. In one communication round, each processor can exchange data

with any other processor, but it must not send or receive more than  h=O  n
p
  data. With this

definition,  the  computation  of  the  Voronoi  diagram  can  be  accomplished  in  O log p

communication  rounds,  using  O  n log2 n
p

  local  computation  per  processor  with  high

probability. To achieve this complexity  n
p
= p  data must be given. This corresponds to a

scalability of =1  according to the CGM model.

Introduction
The Voronoi diagram of a point set S  is a partition of the plane V S   for which the following
statement holds:

∀ P∈S ∀Q∈V P ∀ R∉V P QPRP

“Every locus in the region of site P  is closer to P  than to any other site in S .”

The Voronoi diagram of a point set has been studied for a long time in computational geometry to
serve various applications, e. g. in areas like images processing, robotics (motion planing) and
geographical information systems (GIS). The Voronoi diagram can be defined on various types of
input data and various metrics. Points,  line segments,  closed polygons, point clusters or even
curved line sets are feasible input data sets. The different metrics include the standard Euclidean
metric, the Manhattan distance metric (L1) and the Hausdorff metric. The dimension of space is
another parameter. The problem is then to determine the planar subdivision that divides the plane
into the Voronoi regions according to the given sites.

In this paper, we concentrate on the 2D Voronoi diagram of points with respect to the Euclidean
metric.  Several  algorithms  exist  for  the  serial  setting,  e. g.  Fortune's  sweep-line  algorithm
[FORTUNE87] and a divide-and-conquer algorithm by Shamos and Hoey [SHAMOS75]. Their
worst-case  time  complexity  is  n log n .  Also,  algorithms  for  fine-grained multicomputers
have been  proposed.  However,  as  the  price  of  standard  hardware  steadily decreases,  coarse-
grained  multicomputers,  consisting  of  a  large  number  of  cheap  nodes  based  on  consumer
hardware,  have  become  the  predominantly  used  solution.  They  are  usually  connected  by  a
switched network and thus do not have communication restrictions implied by the connection
architecture. The drawback of this approach is the slow speed of communication compared to the
processing speed of the individual nodes. Hence, the goal must be to minimize communication
and  to  maximize  independent  computation  of  the  nodes.  The  underlying paradigm is  called
Coarse-Grained  Multicomputing (CGM) and was invented by Dehne et al. [DEHNE93]. It is a
concretization of the distributed-memory model.
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An algorithm based  on  the  work  of  Diallo  et al.  [DIALLO01] and  Jeong  et al.  [JEONG87,
JEONG91] is implemented and the achieved speedup is documented here. Actually, the algorithm
proposed by Diallo  claims to describe the entire  construction algorithm.  However,  due to an
obvious shortcoming of  this  paper  in  how to construct  the merge chain,  a  major  part  of the
algorithm had to be taken from Jeong's papers on the construction of a Voronoi diagram on a
mesh-connected machine.

According  to  the  authors  of  the  former  paper,  the  proposed  algorithm  is  the  only  known
deterministic  algorithm  for  this  problem with  respect  to  the  CGM model  and  has  not  been
implemented before. It must be remarked that finding such an algorithm for a CGM was not
trivial since the calculation of the Voronoi diagram does not exhibit much locality. Theoretically,
the addition of one site can make a change to all existing Voronoi cells. However, for real-world
input data such a worst case scenario is very unlikely.

The CGM model

The CGM model assumes that there is only a fairly limited number of processors compared to the
size  of  the  input,  i. e.  p≪n ,  thus  the  term  “coarse-grained”.  Another  assumption  is  that
communication is slow compared to local computation. Hence, communication should happen
only rarely and in large chunks of data to reduce overhead. In the CGM model, one processor

must never store or process more than O  n
p
  data. But it would be hard to fulfill this condition if

there  was  no  lower bound on the  size  of  data.  This  bound is  parametrized  by the  so-called

scalability  : O  n
p
 p

1
  must hold. The larger the scalability, the better. The problem is to find

an algorithm that achieves a high scalability.

The  most  important  communication  operation  defined  by the  CGM model  is  called  an  “h-
relation”. In this operation, every processor is allowed to send data to each other processor, but no

processor must send or receive more than h= n
p
  data in total. An h-relation is a collective,

synchronous operation which each involved processor has to invoke at the same time. Therefore,
it is also called a communication round. The messages sent and received in one communication
round must not depend on each other to avoid conflicts with asynchronies. These could be non-
deterministic, since the network topology is left undefined.

Efficiency of CGM based algorithms is often measured in the number of communication rounds
they need to perform the task with respect to the number of processors involved. For example,it
has been shown that sorting can be done in a constant number of communication rounds, O 1 .
This fact will be used to justify the complexity of the algorithm implemented here.

Thus,  the  CGM  model  represents  a  mixed  sequential/parallel  setting.  Usually,  the  data  is
distributed in  some way and the  most  efficient  algorithms that  are  known for the  sequential
problem are applied locally. In the next step, all these local results are brought together using as
little communication as necessary.

To summarize this, the three important measures of a coarse-grained algorithm are the amount of
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local computation, the number and type of communication rounds required and the scalability  .

Originally, the CGM model is based on the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model introduced
by Vaillant [VAILLANT90]. The concept of communication rounds resembles the supersteps of
BSP.  In  both  the  models,  the  processors  work  asynchronously  for  a  while  before  the
resynchronize using a barrier synchronization.

In  this  implementation,  certain  groups  of  processors  work  together  this  way.  However,  the
synchronization  usually  does  not  concern  all  of  the  processors.  Because  all  these  groups  of
processors are always disjoint and the program only invokes collective methods, deadlocks, race-
conditions and related problems in parallel computing can be avoided easily. Also, there are no
problems in porting the program from the single-processor development machine to the multi-
computer.

The algorithm always assumes that all processors have the same processing speed. If this is not
the case, the load-balancing would have to be much more complicated.

High-Level Description of the Algorithm

Overview

The algorithm is based on the divide-and-conquer approach and proceeds as follows. In this first
step,  the  sites  are  sorted  by  x-coordinate  and  thereby  redistributed  equally  across  all  the
processors (divide step). The local  Voronoi diagram of points (without considering the points
hosted  by other  processors)  is  constructed  by every processor  independently  (conquer  step).
Recursively, two adjacent groups of processors merge their local distributed Voronoi diagram
with the neighboring group by adding edges to their respective local Voronoi diagram, deleting
edges from it  and/or cutting some of their edges (merge step).  The recursion starts  with one
processor forming a group. The algorithm terminates when all processors are in the same group.
The complete Voronoi  diagram stays distributed across all  the processors for future use, e. g.
nearest site location.

Main Steps of the Merge Algorithm

In the following, the main steps of the merge algorithm are described. It merges two Voronoi
diagrams stored on the groups of processors L  and R  respectively. Group L  stores the sets of
sites P  and its Voronoi diagram Vor P  , while group R  stores the set of sites Q  and Vor Q 
both in a distributed manner. All sites in P must be left of all sites in Q. The algorithm follows
the description in section 4.2 of  [DIALLO01], but involves significant changes and also is not
only for updating one side, but for computing the updates on both sides at the same time.

In the following we comment in detail on the steps, where necessary.
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1. The  partitioning  involves  the  heavy  use  of  distributed  multi-point-location,  which  is
described in section 4.2.

2. The decision whether an edge is intersected twice is done using a mathematical criterion in
constant  time  as  described  in  [JEONG91].  This  is  an  improvement  over  the  proposed
solution in [DIALLO01] which uses another distributed multi-point location for that task.
The point for splitting the QQL  and PPR  edges is the intersection point of the edge with
the horizontal line through the site associated to the edge with the larger x-coordinate for
QQL  and the site with the smaller x-coordinate for PPR  respectively [JEONG91]. There
is a typo in [JEONG87] and [JEONG90] which results in comparing the sites by the y-
coordinate instead of by the x-coordinate. But this would obviously be wrong because it is
not consistent with flipping all sites vertically. It would still choose the same (top) site,
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Two-Way Merging ( Vor P  , Vor Q  )

Input: A distributed representation of Vor P   and Vor Q  , each over p
2  processors.

Output: A distributed representation of Vor P∪Q  over p  processors.

 1. For all G∈{L , R } , partition the edges of group G into three sets each:

(a) PPG , those that have both their endpoints closer to P  than to Q .

(b) PQG , those that have one of  their endpoints closer to P  than to Q , and
the other one closer to Q  than to P .

(c) QQG , those that have both their endpoints closer to Q  than to P .

 2. For each of the sets found above, decide which edges are intersected by the
dividing chain. Actually the problem is only for QQL  and PPR , edges that are
contained either of them might be intersected either twice or not at all. If they
are intersected twice, they are split up into two edges that both belong to PQL

or PQR  respectively. Edges in PP L  and QQR  are not intersected at all, edges
in PQG  are intersected exactly once.

 3. Globally sort  PQ=PQL∪PQR  in the order they will  be intersected by the
merge chain (from bottom to top).

 4. Determine for each edge e  in  PQ  the first predecessor edge  e p  and/or the
first  successor  edge  e s  in  the  list  belonging  to  the  other  group.  Get  the
opposing site so  from one of these edges, there must always exist one of them.
The current edge will be cut at the center of the circle formed by sl  and sr ,
the sites on the left and on the right side of e  respectively, and so .

 5. Each processor builds its merge chain segment from the cutting points obtained
in step 4 and stores it.

 6. Delete the edges in QQL  and PPR , they are obsolete.



although everything else has been flipped upside-down.

3. The relation  of  the  edges  is  described in  [JEONG90],  but  also  contains  a typo in  this
particular publication. One better refers to the original tech report [JEONG87].

The proof in this paper is also incomplete and therefore completed here. Let us define the
comparer first as in [JEONG87].

In the following we refer to the dividing chain as C. All the points that lie to the left of C
are closer to L and all the points that lie to the right of C are closer to R. Thus, the merge
chain is directed from bottom to top.
Basically, all PQ  edges are directed from the vertex closer to P  to the vertex closer to Q .
Therefore, the “arrowhead” of the two edges to compare must be on the same side of the
merge chain. This is used to establish the following sorting order. For any two edges ei  and
e j  in  PQ  we say that  eie j ,  if  ei  is  intersected before  e j .  For each edge,  lv ei

denotes  the  vertex  closer  to  P,  and  rv ei  denotes  the  one  closer  to  Q  and  they lie,
respectively, to the left and right of C (which goes from bottom to top).
We  define  min y e  and  max y e  of  an  edge  e  as  the  minimum  and  maximum  y-
coordinates of the two adjacent  vertices of  e .  Two edges  ei  and  e j  are said to be y-
disjoint, if min y eimax y e j . ei  is said to be left of e j , if ei  lies totally to the left of
the straight line directed from lv e j  to rv e j  or if e j  lies totally to the right of the line
directed from lv ei  to rv ei  in turn.  ei  being right of e j  is defined symmetrically.
If  ei  and e j  are y-disjoint, the order is easy to determine, since C must be y-monotonic. If
they are not y-disjoint, we need to consider the following three cases:

Case 1: ei  intersects e j  at point m .

1a) Both ei  and e j  are either in PQL  or in PQR

eie j if ei  lies to the right of e j .

 e jei otherwise

1b) Exactly one of  ei  and e j  is in PQL , the other in PQR

 eie j if m  is closer to P than to Q and lv e j  lies to the right of ei  (1)

or if m  is closer to Q than to P and lv ei  lies to the right of e j  (2)

e jei otherwise

Case 2: e j  is left of ei :

 eie j if y rv e j y lv ei y rv ei  (4)

or y lv e j y rv ei y lv ei  (5)

e jei otherwise (6)

Case 3: e j  is right of ei :
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eie j if y lv ei y rv ei y lv e j  (7)

or y rv ei y lv ei y rv e j  (8)

e jei otherwise (9)

Proof: Case 1a) is clear because the two edges can at most  touch each other in one end
point. Case 1b): The first condition in (1) implies that m  lies to the left of C. The second
condition in (1) implies that the point ci  at which ei  intersects C  must be to the right of
e j . The conditions in (2) imply that m  lies to the right of C  and the point  ci  is to the

right of e j . Hence eie j . Similarly, one can prove for the condition (3). For case 2) we
assume contrary that eie j  under conditions (4) or (5). Let ci  and c j  be the intersection
points of C  with edges ei  and e j  respectively, see . By monotonicity of C , the directed
path from ci  to c j , denoted dp d i , d j , should lie in the horizontal strip H  between two
horizontal lines hl  and hu  passing through ci  and c j  respectively. The horizontal line hl

intersects  e j  at  c j '  since  y ci y c j  and  y rv e j y lv ei y ci  (4)  or
y lv e j y rv ei y ci  (5). The horizontal strip  H  is thus divided by line segment
c j , c j '   into two regions H l  and H r  which lie to the left and to the right of the directed
edge e j , respectively. Since e j  is left of ei  and e j  and ei  are y-monotonic in different
directions, ei  is left of e j . Therefore, the directed path from ci  to c j  should lie to to left
of e j , that is, in H l . This is impossible because the path would have to intersect ei  from
the other side to ensure that both rv ei  and rv e j  lie on the same side of C . The proof
for case 3) is omitted since it is symmetric to case 2).*

The sorting is performed globally across all involved processors. Before, the edges are load-
balanced.  Since  the  proportions  of  this  distribution  are  not  changed  by  the  sorting
procedure, the numbers are still balanced afterwards.

4. Finding the predecessor and/or the successor of an edge must also work across processor
boundaries, since a processor might only be aware of edges belonging to one side. Each
processor therefore determines for its part of the list the first and the last edge to cross f
each side. All these extreme edges are  broadcast to all other processors which can then
always determine a predecessor or a successor from the other group for each of their edges.

5. Each processor except the first one sends its first edge to the preceding processor which in
turn appends it to its list. This is to ensure that the merge chain is constructed without gaps
emerging from adjacent edges being stored on different processors. However, processors
that do not hold any edges are completely excluded from this step. Then, each processor
locally constructs the merge chain of the edges that it keeps and also stores the result. Since
the  numbers  of  edges  held  by each  processor  is  already balanced,  no  redistribution  is
needed.
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Using the described merge algorithm, we can subsume the entire Voronoi diagram construction
algorithm exactly like in [DIALLO01]:
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Illustration 1: Merge step. The merge chain (black) is always y-monotonic.
The obsolete edges were tossed, but the PQ edges have not yet been cut to
illustrate the algorithm.



Analysis

The implemented algorithm has time complexity O  n log2 n
p

  with high probability and storage

complexity  O  n
p
  under the precondition that  n

p
∈ p , i. e. the size of the input set must

grow at least quadratically with the number of processors. The scalability is therefore  =1.0 .
Since  the  CGM  model  assumes  a  limited  number  of  processors  (typically  at  most  several
hundred),  this  is  not  a  strong limitation.  The  size  of  the  input  set  must  be  in  the  order  of
magnitude of 104  to make parallel computation of this problem interesting anyway.

The number of communication rounds is constant for a single merge step, because only a constant
number of times sorting or  rebalancing is involved. Thus  O log p communication rounds are
needed in total.

Corrections to the Underlying Paper

As already mentioned above,  the proposed algorithm by [DIALLO01] contains  an error.  The
description  of step 3 says: “The computation  of the intersection point  [...]  by computing the
bisector  between the point  in  P  (the one with the greatest  x-coordinate) closest  to  the first
endpoint and the point in Q  closest to the second endpoint, an then computing the intersection of
the edge with this bisector.” This is obviously wrong because the second endpoint could be at
infinity and therefore its closest point in Q  somewhere very far away from the merge chain and
not adjacent to it.

To overcome this mistake, the more complicated method proposed by Jeong [JEONG87] is used.
First, the edges are sorted in the order the merge chain will cross them. This way, the point in Q
closest to the  first endpoint is taken into concern. However, this fix does not worsen the time
complexity.
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Voronoi diagram( S )

Input: The set S of n sites stored equally distributed across p processors where p is a
power of 2.

Output: A distributed representation of the Voronoi diagram of S.

1. Globally  sort  the  points  by  x-coordinate.  The  proportions  of  the  distribution

remain unchanged. Let S i  denote the set of  n
p
  sorted points now stored on

processor i .

2. Each  processor  computes  independently  and  in  parallel  the  “local”  Voronoi
diagram of the set S i , denoted Vor S i

1 .

3. For j=1  to log2 p  in parallel do

Vor S i
j1Two−Way Merging Vor S 2 i

j  ,Vor S 2 i1
j 



Algorithm Details

Invariants

The following invariants hold before and after each merge step during which two groups merge
into one.

• Each group of processors stores a distributed representation of the Voronoi diagram of all
the sites associated to any processor of the group. If some edges of a site's cell are not
stored on the same processor as the site itself, these must have been constructed by a
merge step.

• Each group of processors knows the position of its leftmost and its rightmost site.

Coarse-Grained Planar Multi-Point Location

In this report, the term point-location refers to determining for a point (which might be at the end
of an infinite ray or line) which Voronoi cell it is contained in, resulting in the respective site. In
fact, the algorithm as described here only works for a convex subdivision. Multi-point-location
means doing this for a large set of points: Locate  O n  points in a planar convex subdivision
defined  by  O n  edges.  This  allows  more  complicated  preprocessing  without  hurting  the
asymptotic time complexity. Each edge is associated with the regions to its left and its right, and
the regions themselves are referenced uniquely by the coordinates of the interior site.

The  distributed  Planar  Multi-Point-Location  is  implemented  as  described  in  [DIALLO01].
Further details and explanations for the sub steps are given below.

The idea of the described algorithm is to locate the points coarsely by binary search in a tree
whose nodes represents chains of edges. The chains divide the plane into vertical slabs. Each
vertical slab is stored naturally by one processor. After classifying the query points coarsely, local
serial point location is performed to determine the final result. If the query set appears to be very
unbalanced, multiple processors might be used for locating points in one vertical slab, resulting in
transferring the corresponding data to another processor.

The chains that separate the vertical slabs are identical with the merge chains obtained during the
merge of two incomplete  Voronoi diagram parts  as described above. Thus,  they need not be
calculated explicitly. In the end, all the algorithm uses is an unordered list of chain edges, each
associated with the recursion depth it was constructed at and a number which orders the chains of
the same level from left to right. This number must be updated in every merge step. The edges are
then concatenated accordingly, sorted by y-coordinate. Chains are always y-monotonic and may
effectively share common edges. However, each chain edge is only stored once, namely at the
unique chain with the highest level in the tree among the chains which share this edge. When
performing the binary search it is the same. The algorithm starts with the chain associated with
the root of the search tree which is at the highest level and descends. A binary search on the
sorted edges of this chains yields the edge that intersects the y-coordinate of the query point. It is
impossible that just this edge is missing in the chain because it would be a shared edge and stored
somewhere else. If so, the discrimination regarding this edge would already have happened at a
higher level and through this restricted the search space to the “other” side of the chain. This is
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why a chain edge is never concerned twice. Through these discriminations, the search range for
the right vertical slab is narrowed continuously. For the initialization, the number of the chain
with the smallest and the greatest number which are part of this horizontal slab are taken. This
avoids problems when one of the outer chains is missing due to disconnected vertical slabs.

The following algorithm close to the description in [DIALLO01] gives the method in detail:
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Illustration 2: Voronoi diagram of 100 sites computed by 32 processors. Since every
processor holds only 3 or 4 sites the vertical slabs are heavily disconnected. But the
algorithm can still handle this special case.
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CGM Planar Multi-Point Location(Q, S)
Input: A set Q  of O n  query points and a planar convex subdivision S  defined
by O n edges.

Output: The O n  query points labeled with the site associated to the region they
are located in.

1. For each edge, determine to which chain it belongs using the level and the chain
number associated with the edge. Let  C  denote the set of the edges that define
the p−1  chains.

2. Sort the edges in  C  by their y-coordinate. Each processor  i  receives  O n / p
edges denoted  H i  and can determine a horizontal line which defines its upper
boundary by looking for the largest received y-coordinate. Perform an all-to-all
broadcast of these horizontal lines so that every processor stores a copy of H , the
set of these p  horizontal lines.

3. Each processor determines for each edge  c∈C  it stores the elements of  H  it
intersects,  denoted  range c .  Note  that,  because  the chains  are  y-monotonic,
range c  is a (contiguous) interval that can be computed by binary search in H ,

each edge is intersected by at most  p  horizontal lines and each element of  H
intersects at most  p  elements of C . Perform a personalized all-to-all broadcast
such that each edge c , for which range c=[i , j ]  is not empty, is broadcast to
processors i  to j .

4. For each point  q∈Q  determine hs q∈H 1, H 2, ... , H p  the horizontal slab q  is
located  in  and  for  each  horizontal  slab  H i ,  compute
C H i=[

∣{q∈Q : hs q=H i}∣
n / p

] , for 1i p . Create C H i  copies of H i  and

distribute  them such  that  each  processor  stores  at  most  two  horizontal  slabs.
Redistribute  Q  such that each point  q∈Q  is stored on a processor that  also
stores a copy of hs q .

5. Each processor locally executes a binary search on the tree of chain segments it
owns to locate the query point into a vertical slab. When a point is located to the
right  or  the  left  of  an  edge,  the  vertical  slab  to  which  it  belongs,  vs q  is
obtained by consulting the rank of the site of the region associated to the edge.

6. For each vertical slab V i , compute C V i=[
∣{q∈Q :vs q=V i}∣

n / p
] , for 1i p .

Create C V i  copies of V i  and distribute them such that each processor stores at
most two vertical slabs. Redistribute Q  such that each point q in Q is stored on a
processor that also stores a copy of vs q .

7. All the processors execute a serial multi-point location algorithm. The location is
done in the vertical slab into which the points have been located into before and
each point is now precisely located.



Analysis

[DIALLO01] The algorithm described above runs in  O  n log n
p

  time. It requires  n
p
= p

local memory  and a constant number of communication rounds.

The correctness follows from the correctness of the chain method, the correctness of the used
sequential planar multi-point location method, and the following arguments.

• Both the vertical and the horizontal subdivision have a size of O n / p .

• The total number of slabs created in Steps 4 and 6 is O  p . 

• The total number of queries moved in steps 4 and 6 is O n / p . The space requirement is thus
O  n

p
 p=O  n

p
  per  processor.  In  each  step,  the  local  computation  time  is  at  most

O  n
p

log n . The global communication in each step reduces to a constant number of global

sorts and communication operations which themselves have constant time complexity.

Serial Point Location

Each processor must perform a serial point location inside a vertical slab after all the query points
have been located into a vertical slab and load-balanced. Although its stored Voronoi subdivision
already might have been altered, to locate the points, it uses a copy of the original local Voronoi
diagram in the state it was before all merging. The results are still always correct because the
processor will not be asked to locate points in areas that have been subject to change or deletion
in a merge step. This is assured by the fact that the query points have been distributed using the
dividing  chains  between  the  vertical  slabs,  which  are  identical  with  the  merge  chains.  The
advantage of this approach is that we avoid problems with locating points in incomplete or even
disconnected  subdivisions and  also  save  time  for  initializing  the  needed  point  location  data
structure by only having to initialize it once. The algorithm used in this place uses the monotonic
chain  decomposition  method  and  was  proposed  by  Lee  and  Preparata  [LEE77].  Its  time-
complexity is O log2 n  for a single point location and hence is not time-optimal. However, it is
easier to implement than Kirkpatrick's algorithm and also said to be faster in practice. It had to be
extended to be capable of handling unbounded vertices (at the end of a line or a ray). This is
achieved by building up a sorted sequence of the outer rays ordered counter-clockwise. A binary
search in this sequence leads to results in O log n  time for unbounded query points. Also, the
inner subdivision is enclosed by a sufficiently large bounding box “at infinity” to locate vertices
with bounded coordinates into unbounded regions.

Load-Balancing

The load balancing operation proposed by Diallo et al. ensures optimal worst-case complexity in
every possible case, but might have a poor real-life performance since it is most likely necessary
to transfer entire vertical slabs to other processors, which involves traffic of complexity O n  in
total. In fact, it is almost for sure that this will happen. The only case where this could be avoided
by the original algorithm is when the query point set is exactly balanced across all slabs. This is
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very unlikely of  course.  Therefore  this  implementation  has  a  certain  inhibition  to  distribute
vertical slabs to several processors. If the effort of transferring the slab is greater than the effort to
actually point-locate the query vertices on only one processor, it will refrain from doing so. This
is called “heuristic load-balancing”.

Concretion of the proposed load-balancing scheme:
Because  the  load-balancing  is  used  twice,  we  generalize  it  here  to  distributing  balls  into
appropriate bins. Each processor stores its own bin anyway, at most one more might be added
during the load-balancing procedure. 

Proof: Imagine all the number of balls for the different bins being exactly dividable on the  p
processors. Then, each processor would get assigned one bin and only locate query points into
that one. However, this is unlikely, most likely one has to round up at some place. This rounding
up error is at most 1 per bin, i. e. this extra work can be done by the processor that stores the
appropriate bin anyway.*

This  is  the  most  efficient  way  to  fulfill  the  conditions  stated  to  achieve  the  desired  time
complexity. If the balls are sufficiently equally distributed, each processor will get assigned its
own bin twice, so effectively no bin needs to be copied.

Deciding Which Set is Closer

An  optimization  proposed  here  promises  to  deliver  huge  performance  improvements  with
uniform distributed point sets. We benefit from the fact that the point location is basically only
used to determine whether a vertex is closer to the point set stored by one group or the other.
Now, for each merge group, the x-coordinates of the rightmost  site  and the leftmost  site  are
calculated in the beginning an then updated accordingly during the merge steps. For each vertex it
is  easy to determine  one of the nearest  sites in its  subdivision per  definition of the Voronoi
diagram. If this distance is smaller than the distance to either the leftmost or the rightmost point
(depending on the side of the vertex) of the Voronoi diagram of the other group, it is for sure that
the point is located closer to a site of this group and no query about it must be sent to the other
group. In a uniform distributed point set contained in a rectangle, this can reduce the number of
queries from O n  to O n .

Special Cases

Basically, this implementation claims to be able to handle all special cases than can appear. The
only condition applying to the input data is that it must be a set of points, i. e. no site may appear
more than once.
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Collinear Sites

If all sites contained in a group of processors are collinear, the Voronoi diagram only consists of
parallel  infinite  straight  lines,  i. e.  edges  with  both  unbounded  start  and  end  vertices.  This
possibility  would  add  many  special  cases  and  much  complexity  to  many  parts  of  the
implementation, but can be avoided. Before the first merge step happens, each processor checks
for this special case. If it is detected, all the straight line edges are divided into two semi-infinite
edges (rays) by adding a vertex right in the middle, lying on the straight line connecting the two
associated sites.  This  additional  vertex  does  no harm in  any way and is  removed in  a post-
processing step: Just remove all vertices who were constructed this way and whose two adjacent
edges are (still) covered by one straight line.

Merging two groups of sites where all the sites are collinear is another special case. No  PQ edges
are found then since every site is closer to a point of its own group. Hence, a merge in the usual
way is impossible. Instead, the bisector of the rightmost site of the left group and the leftmost site
of the right group is added as the only merge chain edge. It is immediately split into halves to
again avoid infinite straight lines, as described above. The merging can continue.

Cutting PQ Edges

When cutting PQ edges during the construction of the merge chain, two special cases can appear.

Firstly, if there are four cocircular points, two in each group, there will be two semi-infinite edges
that  are  covered  by one  straight  line.  Therefore,  the  sorting  order  is  undefined,  but  can  be
arbitrary. However, both edges will be cut at the very same point and thus, a vertex will appear
twice, both copies connected by a degenerate edge of length zero. This is avoided by skipping the
construction of a vertex if the position is exactly the same as for the one before. No more than
two edges can lie on the same straight line in a merge step, so this solution always fixes the
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problem.

Secondly, a PQ edge could happen to be cut right at the start vertex, i. e. the vertex closer to its
own side of the merge chain.  In this  case, a double vertex and a degenerate edges would be
constructed as well. This is avoided by checking whether the cutting point and the start vertex
have the same coordinates. If so, no new vertex is constructed, but the already existing one is
used for the merge chain. The PQ edge is now unnecessary and hence tossed.

Breaking Ties

In the first step, the sites are divided among the processors by x-coordinate. However, some sites
could have the same x-coordinate, possibly even all of them. Therefore, in this and in similar
cases the following method is used to break the tie: The point with the greater y-coordinate is to
the “right”. If two points have the same y-coordinate, then the one with the greater x-coordinate is
“lower”. In both cases this is equivalent to rotating the plane an infinitesimal angle clockwise.
Therefore, this ordering is called the “slightly clockwise” ordering [BERG00].

Horizontal Chain Edges

As described in the previous subsection, two sites with the same x-coordinate might end up at
different processors. When merging the diagrams the resulting merge chain might incorporate a
horizontal edge. This is critical because the chain edges will be used further on during the multi-
point location which heavily relies on the merge chains being y-monotonic. But as we can see
here,  they  are  not  always  strictly  y-monotonic.  However,  they  still  obey  to  the  “slightly
clockwise” ordering, i. e. horizontal edge can only go from right to left (which is equivalent to
“from bottom to top” using this rule). In addition to this, the unbounded end point of a ray that
goes to the left infinitely horizontally is declared to be “above” all other points. A symmetric
definition holds for a infinite horizontal ray to the right.

Implementation Details

Producing Collective Output

For the screenshots in this report and also for debugging we would like to have a collective output
of the complete Voronoi diagram which is in fact distributed among all processors. However,
transferring all relevant data to one processor would violate the CGM paradigm. For the afore
mentioned  reasons,  it  is  implemented  anyway.  For  real  applications,  the  resulting  Voronoi
diagram should also be used in a distributed fashion. Then there are no problems.
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Illustration 4: Voronoi diagram of 100 sites computed by 8 processors.



Platform

Operating System

The  implementation  is  written  in  C++  [STROUSTRUP97]  and  runs  on  Linux.  It  has  been
compiled using the GCC 2.96 with optimization switched on. The LAM-MPI environment was
used to provide multi-computing support.

Used Libraries

LEDA

The “Library of Efficient Data Structures and Algorithms” (LEDA) [LEDA] in version 4.2.1 was
used  for  the  following  basic  and  complex  geometric  and  combinatoric  data  structures  and
algorithms:

• Geometric coordinates stored as rational numbers with arbitrary precision.
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• Geometric  primitives  such  as  point,  ray,  line  and  related  primitive  geometric
operations, such as intersection, orientation, counter-clockwise ordering.

• Underlying  graph  structure  for  the  graph  representation  of  the  initial  Voronoi
subdivision.

• Computation of the local Voronoi diagram.

• Basic data structures like (doubly-linked) list, sorted sequence, priority queue.

All the algorithms of LEDA are said to be well implemented and therefore stable and
fast. Thus, we use them as a reference and also compare against them.

CGMlib

The CGMlib in version 0.9.2beta [CGMLIB] was used for everything related to communication
between the nodes of the cluster. It is utilized for the following specific tasks:

• Partitioning of the cluster to separate processor groups for the merge steps.

• Sorting and balancing of arrays. Both of these operations are used in the first place to
sort all the input sites and later for sorting the edges to cross in the construction of the
merge chain.

• Basic communication to exchange helper information between the nodes.

• Benchmarking timers.

• Generation of random numbers to construct test input.

Source Code Documentation

The  main  effort  is  these  Directed  Studies  was  to  actually implement  a  program that  works
correctly and  efficiently.  The  amount  of  source  code  is  approximately 200KBytes.  To allow
future development, the source code contains comments on the algorithm steps as well as API
documentation. HTML output was generated using the  Doxygen automatic code documentation
system. It can be found in the cgmvoronoi-api subfolder.

Data Structures

The position of the Voronoi diagram's vertices is never stored explicitly, but always described as
the center of a circle covering 3 points. This representation makes handling the “unbounded”
vertices easy, since those are just represented by 3 collinear sites. By convention, the ray goes to
the left side when looking from the first to the third point.

The subdivision itself  is  contained in  a  LEDA directed graph structure.  However,  due to  the
distributed  representation  of  the  diagram  it  is  not  guaranteed  that  the  graph  stored  by  one
processor is really connected. This does not matter since the algorithm never relies on that. Each
edge is associated with the site on its left side and also with the corresponding reverse edge. Thus,
one can determine the sites on either side in constant time. Therefore, we could call an edge a
half-edge because it only carries half of the information. Each Voronoi vertex is associated with
its position represented by the center of a circle, as described above.
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When submitting any kind of query to be answered in parallel, the incoming answers must be
associated with the outgoing query. In fact, memory addresses are sent to other processors. First,
this  sounds a bit  odd and like the last thing to do on a distributed-memory machine.  But an
address is only reused on the processor that generated it, of course. So there is no difference to
using any other unique identifier and it is even more efficient.

Class Descriptions 
VoronoiDiagramPart
represents the part of the Voronoi diagram which is stored on one particular processor. It supports
loading the appropriate part of the input data, generating random input data and storing the result.
It is also capable of displaying the complete result  in a collective way. Therefore, all  data is
gathered at one processor.

The most important method is  merge, which performs all the merge steps to achieve the final
distributed result after having finished the local computation using localVoronoi. The local
Voronoi  diagram  data  can  also  be  serialized  and  transferred  to  another  processor  for  load-
balancing.  VoronoiDiagramPart roughly corresponds  to  a  vertical  slab.  However,  there
might have been added some additional edges through merging which do not belong to it.
OpenSubdivision<R>
encapsules an open subdivision  of  the plane,  i. e.  a subdivision that  may contain unbounded
regions.  It  supports  point  location  for  bounded and unbounded points  (centers  of  degenerate
circles) and makes use of ClosedSubdivision<R>. For the algorithms see above.
Edge/EdgeAttr
Edge contains all information corresponding to an edge of the Voronoi diagram. The data can be
serialized and sent  to  other  processors.  However,  since  the LEDA data  structure for a graph
already stores the site to the left, the EdgeMap only contains an EdgeAttr, which is just the
same as Edge, but with this redundant information removed.
Vertex/VertexAttr
Vertex contains all information corresponding to a vertex of the Voronoi diagram. The data can
be serialized and sent to other processors. However, since the LEDA data structure for a graph
already stores the location of the vertex, the NodeMap only contains an VertexAttr, which is
just the same as Vertex, but with this redundant information removed.
ChainEdge
stores all necessary information for an edge that will be intersected once by the merge chain. It
can be serialized and sent to other processors.
ChainEdgeComparator
implements the ordering of the edge that will be intersected by the merge chain. In the end the
intersection points will be ordered by ascending y-coordinate.
SlabEdge
represents an edge that is part of a vertical slab border.
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PLResult
contains the result of a successful  point location. For the query point,  the site closest to it  is
returned.
BallCommObject
is an abstract base class. For an object it implies the ability to be distributed to other processors
for load-balancing (distributing balls into bins). Hence, its specialization is  Vertex which is
used for storing the point location query points.
BallComparator
is used to distribute balls into bins by sorting them across the bins (processors).
SlightlyClockwise/SlightlyClockwiseComparator
implement several helper functions to support the “slightly clockwise” ordering to break ties.
ByProcessor
orders something by processor number and thereby distributes it to the desired target.
SlabEdgeYAscending
orders the edges that are supposed to form a border of a vertical slab by the y-coordinate of the
upper vertex ascending.
PointsYAscending
orders vertices by their y-coordinate ascending.
Binary
provides some low-level binary functions for some of the algorithms.
Void
is an absolutely empty class. The only use is to take it for an unused template parameter, e. g. a
workaround for some LEDA originalities.
HorizontalSlab
Contains a horizontal slab and all the corresponding chain segments that partition it into regions
horizontally (parts of vertical slabs). After building up the data structure, one can locate points
into it. It is also serializable and can be sent to other processors to support load-balancing.
PPLEdgeAttr PPLFaceAttr PPLVertexAttr PSLGraph<R>
are helper classes for the serial planar point location.
RatPointFPW<prec>
is a wrapper for the LEDA  data type representing an integer of arbitrary length.  Actually, the
length is restricted to prec digits (32 bit per digit). Hence, this class has constant size and can be
serialized.
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Program Usage

The program must be run under an MPI environment. The following synopsis and command line
options can be used:
cgmvoronoi [-fh] [-fv] [-no] [-g] [-gr] [-mb] [(-lbs|-lbh)] [-cc] [-ps
psFile] [-ml mergeLevel] (-r numSites [-ogi outputFile]) | (inputFile)

-fh Flip all sites horizontally.*
-fv Flip all sites vertically. *
-no Switch off optimization.
-g Show graphical output between merge steps, invalidates timing. The user can

force a redraw by clicking the left mouse button and advance to the next merge
step by clicking the right mouse button. An X-server is needed to perform this
operation. *

-gr Show graphical output of the result (does not affect timing). *
-mb Show the merge chains in black color.
-lbs Strict load-balancing (default no load-balancing).
-lbh Heuristic load-balancing (default no load-balancing).
-cc Check the input data for coincident sites. *
-ps psFile Output graphical result to PostScript file psFile.
-ml mergeLevel Limit the merge level depth. *
-r numSites Generate random input with specified number of sites.
-ogi outputFile Only generate input (only useful with -r) and write it to outputFile.
inputFile Read data from this input file.

The command line options marked with an asterisk (*) are particularly useful for debugging the
program.

File Format

The problem input is given in a text file that contains the sites for which the Voronoi diagram
shall be computed. The first line consists of only one integer that states the number of sites n .
The following n  lines must then each contain one site in integer homogeneous coordinates in the
format (x,y,z). An example is given here:
100
(21,85,1000)
(9,206,1000)
(25,799,1000)
...
[97 more sites]
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Drawbacks and Shortcomings

Each processor must own at least three sites in the beginning. Otherwise, the Voronoi diagram
would contain at most one straight line which can not be handled properly by the utilized serial
point location algorithm.

The  bounding  box  for  the  Voronoi  to  perform  the  serial  point  location  should  actually  be
infinitely large. However, for simplicity, a very large but finite bounding box is taken which
should be sufficient for practical test cases.

The rational numbers that are used for all calculations could be of arbitrary size. However, this
causes  problems when sending them to  other  processors.  Thus,  in  practice a  large but  finite
precision is used which can be configured as needed. Since a new vertex position is computed by
crossing two bisectors, the needed precision does not grow arbitrarily in case the input also only
needs finite precision.

Sometimes,  a value for a point  or a circle  is  needed that  represents an invalid  state,  e. g.  to
identify a  unsuccessful  search operation.  A constant  value  is  declared  in  both  cases  for  this
purpose. The algorithm assumes that theses values are neither contained in the input data nor in
the  result.  Naturally,  one  could  add  another  bit  to  signify  this  exception.  So  this  is  just
implementation convenience.

For easier implementation and performance, the number of (virtual) processors must be a power
of two.

All these shortcomings of the implementation do not apply to reasonable test cases. They could
also be fixed with no implication on the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm.

Experimental Results

Hardware

The performance of the implementation has been evaluated on the HPCVL1 cluster of Carleton
University. In total,  up to 64 processors,  distributed across 32 nodes, were used. Each of the
nodes was equipped with a 2.0GHz Intel Xeon and 1.5GB of RAM.

Benchmarking

The time span after loading the input data to the end of the last merge step is measured as wall
clock time. Output of the result is not taken into account, since it violates the rule that all data
must be held and processed in a distributed fashion anyway.

Results

The Voronoi diagrams of sets of 10000 and 50000 sites respectively, uniformly distributed inside
the square [0,1×[0,1 , are computed using various numbers of processors. Since with only one
processor, the complete Voronoi diagram is computed by this one processor and no merging is
done at all, the overhead is negligible. Thus, relative speedup equals absolute speedup.

1 High Performance Computing Virtual Laboratory, http://www.hpcvl.org/
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Unfortunately,  the  following  tables  and  graphs  show  not  only  linear,  but  almost  quadratic
speedup. This sounds suspicious since it should not be possible normally. It is an indication that
the serial algorithm that we compare against is not implemented optimally. As the numbers for
the wall clock time in local computation show clearly, this is the case. 

The reason for all that is the implementation of the serial pointer location, as described above. It
turned out to be very slow and to even dominate the serial generation of the Voronoi diagram.
This  is  because  straight-forward  implementation  cannot  compete  with  a  highly tuned library
algorithm, but there was no sufficient support for this problem in LEDA.

Hence, to perform a fair comparison, all results must be regarded including the construction of
the local point location data structure, which allows subsequent point location calls immediately.
This is what the Voronoi diagram is usually used for anyway.

But still, comparing the time for local computation to the time spent for merging them shows that
the  implementation  works  well.  The  time  spent  for  the  merging  is  small  compared  to  the
preparing computation for large input data sets for a fair number of data sets. However, for the
tested input, 64 processors are too much. The overhead leads to a degradation of performance.
Larger input sets would be needed to take benefit from such a massive parallel system, at the
latest, when the data does not fit into the memory of a single node any more.

The benchmark results also show that strict load-balancing as proposed in [DIALLO01] really
hurts  performance,  the more processors,  the worse.  Thus,  heuristic  balancing should  be used
which is effectively the same as no load-balancing at all for uniform distributed sites.
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Illustration 6: Speedup for 10000 sites shown graphically
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Table 2: Benchmark with 50000 sites
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Illustration 7: Speedup for 10000 sites shown graphically
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Possible Improvements and Future Work
The  asymptotic  time  complexity of  this  implementation  is  not  work-optimal.  This  is  due  to

utilizing a non-optimal algorithm for the serial point location. A time complexity of O  n log n
p



instead of O  n log2 n
p

  with high probability could be achieved by using Kirkpatrick's algorithm

instead of the monotonic chain decomposition method.

Also,  the  LEDA implementation  that  is  used  to  compute  the  local  Voronoi  diagram in  the
beginning, is said to a running time of O n log n  with high probability, but only O n2  in the
worst-case  and  surprisingly,  also  in  practice.  Another  algorithm  could  guarantee  worst-case
performance  of  O n log n  in  the  worst-case  also,  e. g.  Fortune's  sweepline algorithm
[FORTUNE87]. 

Another major performance penalty is put up with by using rational numbers of high precision.
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However, using floating-point numbers could lead to severe numeric instabilities. In some places,
this implementation tests for exact geometric equality. This would have to be given up, also other
invariants would have to be weakened.

A quite small issue is the computation of an integer c  between two integers a  and b  which can
be divided by the greatest power of 2. The result is always unique, but the implementation is a
linear search so far and might take  O  p  time. The operation is  used to determine the slab
border chain on which to discriminate next. It should be possible to do this in constant time using
operations on the bit representations of a , b  and c  [LEE77]. H

Another  impact  on  the  real-life  performance  is  the  use  of  the  CGMlib.  Most  likely,  the
communication could be handled more efficiently by using MPI directly.

Conclusion
Promising  speedup  is  achieved  by  computing  the  Voronoi  diagram  on  a  coarse  grained-
multicomputer. Several errors and deficiencies of the underlying proposed algorithms are solved.
Optimizations that benefit from uniform distribution of the sites are proposed and implemented.
The treatment  of special cases is solved theoretically and also implemented. An experimental
confirmation of the theoretical results is delivered.

However, the asymptotic complexity of this implementation could still be improved significantly.
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